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We need to know what is «dark matter» in ΛCDM

• New field(s) of gravitationnal nature? 
(modified gravity, MOND...)

- justified by scaling laws in galactic 
dynamics + Λ, but which theory?

• New field(s) looking more like particles? 
Many possibilities among which:

- Axions (Peccei-Quinn or generic ALPs)
- Supermassive relics (MPl)
- etc... 
- WIMPs = Weakly Interacting Massive 

Particles

- predicted in BSM models at the electroweak scale 
- the «WIMP miracle» : 

 ΩDM~ 0.3 ⇒ <σannv> ~ 3x10-26 cm3/s  
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Direct proof of WIMP dark matter: direct detection

Interaction in a  
terrestrial detector 

Galactic WIMP 
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 Low-threshold detectors
 Ultra-low-background detectors :

- « Passive » bckgd reduction (shields, radiopurity, external vetos..)
= infrastructure

- « Active » bckgd reduction (discrimination of electron recoils, multiple scatters..)
= detector technology
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The EDELWEISS collaboration

CEA Saclay (IRFU and IRAMIS)
CSNSM Orsay (CNRS/IN2P3 + Univ. Paris Sud)
IPN Lyon (CNRS/IN2P3 + Univ. Lyon 1)
Institut Néel Grenoble (CNRS/INP)
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
JINR Dubna
Oxford University (joined in 2009)
Sheffield University (joined in 2010)

Laboratoire Souterrain de Modane (Fréjus tunnel)

- Heat & ionization Ge bolometers (detector expertise Orsay/
Saclay)
- Underground site for physics runs : LSM (CEA/CNRS)

✓ Phase I : 3 «GeNTD» bolometers (~10-6 pb)
✓ Phase II : 10 «ID400» bolometers (~4x10-8 pb)
‣  Phase III : 40 «FID800» bolometers, aim ~10-9 pb
‣  within EURECA project : CDR finalized, aim ~ 2x10-11 pb
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EDELWEISS heat-and-ionization bolometers
- Ionization measurement @ few V/cm (planar geometry for EDW-I)
- Heat measurement (NTD sensor) @ 20 mK: heat signal = recoil energy + Luke effect

Discriminating variable between electronic and nuclear recoils :        
   « Q » = ionization/recoil energy
 Full separation between ER and NR
 Strong rejection of gamma radioactivity

NTD thermometer : quite easy to operate and 
cheep, but measure thermal phonons only
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S. Scorza thesis

Electron recoils

Nuclear recoil  + gamma 
(inelastic scattering)

Nuclear recoils



Surface interactions (beta radioactivity)
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210Po 

206Pb α"

5.3 MeV 100 keV 

210Bi 

210Pb 
e- 61 keV max 

γ 46.5 keV (4%) 

22 yr 

- Almost irreducible source of local radioactivity : beta rays from 
210Pb (a daughter of Radon present in the air)

- A beta interaction = electronic recoil, at the detector surface  
(penetration length ~ few microns)

⇒ Incomplete charge collection at the electrodes : 
impossible to reliably discriminate from nuclear recoils

Edelweiss background run - 2003
Sensitivity limited by the beta background

Quantitative bckgd understanding published 2007
S. Fiorucci et al. - Astropart. Phys. 28:143-153.2007 



Surface event rejection with phonons : R&D with 
NbSi detectors in EDELWEISS
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- 2 NbSi films measuring athermal 
phonons + ionization signals

-  Surface event rejection correct

- Several generations of prototypes 
tested at Orsay and also on EDW-II 
cryostat in 2007-2009

- Pbs of threshold / reproducibility

 ... Currently still at R&D stage



Interdigit (ID) detectors in EDELWEISS-II

• «Old» concept of segmented electrodes
• First revived within CDMS R&D ...
• ... and developped + exploited for physics in EDELWEISS
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fiducial 
volume 

collecting electrode

collecting electrode

field shapping (veto) 

field shapping (veto) 

- Keep using standard NTD phonon 
sensor
- Modify the electric field near the 
surface with a set of interleaved 
electrodes
- Reject surface events with veto 
electrode signals
- «ID» detectors (EDW-II) : planar guard 
electrodes on the edges of crystals

First 200g ID (~2007)



Surface event rejection with ID detectors
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Beta «calibration» (210Pb)
200g detector
EDW-II setup @ LSM (2008) «single-side» surface events

«3-electrode» surface events

46 keV gamma-ray line

fiducial volume events 
(including 10 keV doublet)

Surface and volume events neatly 
separated

Red points : events kept after veto 
cut :
- Strong redundancy with the 
«Ecol1=Ecol2» criterium
- Works even if a veto is not read



Ionization yield for surface events
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Background data 

210Pb calibration (2008)

(WIMP search 2009-2010)

PLB 681 (2009) 305-309 [arXiv:0905.0753]

- measured overall beta rejection ~ 10-5

- ionization yield for low-energy betas 
near the NR region



Fiducial mass measurement for 400-g ID detectors
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‣ Estimation with electrostatic models

‣ Measurement with cosmogenic lines:
     - 68Ge and 65Zn isotope lines at ~10keV, 
background electron recoil events 
   - Homogeneously distributed in the volume of 
the cristal
   - Real-condition measurement of fiducial cuts 
efficiencies at low energy in WIMP search 
conditions (baselines, voltages…)

‣ Consistency check with neutron calibrations

2009 data @ LSM

 Fiducial volume measurement 160g, 
primarily limited by the guard regions



The EDELWEISS-II infrastructure (2006-2011)

• Cryogenic installation (up to 40kg @ 18mK):
- reversed geometry cryostat, pulse tubes 

near the screens
- remotely controlled

• Shieldings:
- clean room + deradonized air
- active muon veto ( >98% coverage)
- 50-cm PE shield, 20-cm Pb shield

• Others:
- Remotely controlled sources for gamma calibs + 

daily detector regenerations
- AmBe sources for neutron calibrations
- detector storage and repair within clean room
- Radon monitoring down to few mBq/m3
- He3 neutron detector (thermal neutron monitoring 

inside shields), sensitivity ~10-9 n/cm2/s
- Liquid scintillator neutron counter (study of muon-

induced neutrons)
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WIMP search with 10 ID detectors : calibrations
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2 neutron calibrations
regular gamma calibrations

(350000 fiducial events)

Sentivity to NR down to 5 keV: 
- high-stat confirmation of Q = 0.16 

Er0.18

- cross-check of resolution effects 
on the NR band

Anomalous events observed :

- for 20 < E < 200 keV ~ (3±1)x10-5 rejection
- hypothesis : multiple scatters with guard region



EDELWEISS-II WIMP search
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- 10 400-g detectors used, all heats working, 55/60 ionizations

- Online trigger on heats, offline pulse reconstruction
- Removal of «bad» periods from the measured baselines (17% efficiency 
loss)

Fiducial volume cut
Reject multiples + muon veto
Select NR band
Offline threshold 20 keV (98% 
efficiency @ threshold)

384 kg.d effective

14-month-long cool-down



EDELWEISS-II final «standard WIMP» search
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Expected backgrounds:
- gammas <0.9
- betas < 0.3
- untaggued muons < 0.4
- local neutrons (mostly from 
cabling inside cryostat) < 1.4

5 formal NR candidates
- 4 at analysis threshold
- expected background <3

90% CL limit = 4.4x10-8 pb @ 85 GeV 
(Yellin prescription)

potential alphas

Physics Letters B 702 (2011) 329–335



Combination with CDMS-II
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Phys. Rev. D 84, 011102 (2011).

 - The use of the same target 
material allows simple 
combination of data.

 - Simple merger of data sets was 
chosen prior to any analysis.

 
EDW: 384 kg.d, [20-200keV], 5 

evts
 CDMS: ~379 kg.d, [~10-100keV], 

4 evts
 
- Other methods have also been 

tested.

~50% gain at high WIMP 
masses.



EDELWEISS-II : Inelastic dark matter
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Same data and analysis as in 
the «standard WIMP» case

Good sensitivity thanks to the 
absence of observed 
background between 24 and 
170 keV



EDELWEISS-II : «low-mass WIMP» search
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‣ Keep 4 «best» detectors (low-noise channels, 
backgrounds) + tighter cuts on baselines
⇒ 113 kg.d

‣ NR energy scale from heat only
‣ Reject backgrounds from ionization:
- fiducial cut (160g)
- reject bulk gammas with cut on ionization yield 
(95% rejection)
- reject abundant background of «heat-only» 
events (Pb recoils associated to alphas, NTD 
radioactivity...): require consistent reconstruction of 
ionization signals on both collecting electrodes 
independently

‣ Compute WIMP signal density in the (Erec - 
ionization) plane : define signal region = 90% total 
WIMP signal

efficiency for this cut 
derived from calibration



«Low-mass WIMP» search
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neutron data
all bg data (113 kg.d)
events in a signal region 
(depending on WIMP mass)

Example of WIMP signal density coutour
(ID3 - M=10GeV)



EDELWEISS-II : «low-mass WIMP» result
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Lowest sensitive mass ~ 
8 GeV, due to ionization 
resolution and heat-only 
pulses

90% CL Poisson limit : 
1.0x10-5 pb @ 10 GeV

Background-free limit: 
no hint of unrejected 
beta background 
down to the lowest 
energies

PHYSICAL REVIEW D 86, 051701(R) (2012)



EDELWEISS-III : the FID800 bolometer
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800-g crystals

No guard anymore: Interleaved electrodes 
on the side 
⇒ 4 ionization readouts 
2 NTD sensors

- Dedicated facility@CSNSM to process 
crystals and evaporate electrodes
- Some issues related to leakage currents 
between electrodes, under control now

Fiducial volume ~ 600g (x4 wrt EDW-II)
Better gamma-ray rejection



EDELWEISS-III : infrastructure upgrades and status
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EDELWEISS-III:
- 40 FID800 detectors : 24 kg fiducial (~Xenon100 
effective exposure)
- within the EDW-II cryostat after some upgrades

Main infrastructure upgrades:
- deported cryogenics
- additionnal inner PE shield
- improved muon veto coverage
- ionization readout scheme (relays, improve 
resolutions through low frequencies)
- acquisition system

Current status:
upgrades partly installed
commissionning runs
aim at main detector installation in 2013 ⇒~3000 kg.d after 6 months



The EURECA project
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European Underground Rare Event Calorimeter Array
CDR written - to be delivered soon

In the present situation, where we do not yet have 
experimental proof of SUSY, nor convincing evidence 
of the existence of WIMPs by direct detection 
experiments, the next  generation of direct  detection 
experiments, addressing an increase of sensitivity 
by two orders of magnitude, will be needed to 
tackle the issue of the dark matter nature. 

The recent avatars of low  mass WIMP hints, not 
considered yet as evidence, confirm that several 
experiments will be needed to establish a 
conclusive demonstration of signal identification.

While it is clear that the next generation xenon 
detectors will play a role in the future, the specificity of 
cryogenic detectors, namely their higher energy 
resolut ion, better discr iminat ion against 
background and the redondancy offered by the use 
of multiple target nuclei, will be essential in the 
assessment of dark matter signal identification.



EURECA : main lines
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2-phase project ( ~150kg then ~ton)

The CDR focuses on EURECA as an infrastructure (cryo, shieldings...)

Mostly site-independent:
- LSM prefered site
- Snolab also mentionned (excellent depth)

LSM extension project:
- new lab may be built at the occasion of the 
construction of a safety tunnel
- EURECA baseline design fits in the new lab
- possible in the current lab, but with a downgraded 
shielding

current

new



EURECA : infrastructure
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Baseline shielding: 3-m water shielding on 
4π, equipped with PMT (0.2 GeV threshold)

Clean room on top of water + part of the 
adjacent tower

Second tank for water storage

Dedicated simulations

Alternatives:
- two 500-kg cryostats
- conventionnal Pb+PE shield

R. Walker



EURECA : cryogenics
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design similar to the NeuroSpin 
installation

- He screens (60K + 1.8K), no 
pulse tubes
claudet bath against noise (no 
boiling He)

- one dilution line: 7 mK with 
intercepts at 50 and 500mK

Long cryoline (up to 200m) 
against noise

Ph. Camus



EURECA : ancilliary facilities

• low Rn air facility

• water purification plant

• dedicated HPGe mostly to 
measure radioactivity from Cu 
inside cryostat
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EURECA : detectors and electronics
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Modular arrangement : up to 12 «tower»

Cold electronics separated from detectors by an 
inner PE+PMMA+Cu shield 

Ge + scintillating detectors (proportion tbd later)
- for Ge: baseline FID800 but can host more 
massive bolometers (1.6 kg) or CDMS detectors

Electronics and cabling : can adapt specific cold 
electronics for each tower
- thermal load taken into account in cryostat 
design



Conclusion
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